" We propose a feature difference based image clutter metric for targeting performance. " This new metric correlates stronger with targeting performances than earlier metrics. " Including detection probabilities, false alarm probabilities and mean search times. 
Introduction
Optoelectronic image clutter seriously affecting target acquisition performance, quantification of image clutter plays an important part in targeting performance. First it can be used to predict target acquisition performances [1] [2] [3] [4] , such as, detection of probabilities [1, 3] , false alarm probabilities [4] and search times [2] . Second it can also be utilized to develop correcting models [5] [6] [7] [8] of the existing photoelectric imaging system performance prediction models.
In 1983, Schmieder and Weathersby proposed a statistical variance metric (SV) [9] . Because of being easy to be calculated and suitable for most natural scenes, SV has been widely used until now. With further understanding the connotation of an image clutter metric, many image clutter metrics have been proposed based on perceptual properties of the human visual system (HVS). They can be roughly divided into three kinds: the first kind are based on the sensitivity of the HVS to the areas with high contrast, such as, probability of edge (POE) metric [10] , entropy of edge (EOE) metric [11] , and peak signal (PS) metric [12] . This kind of clutter metrics correlates well with human performance measures. However these clutter metrics have a common disadvantage that is the threshold choosing problem, so results of these clutter metrics from different observers are not comparable. The second kind are based on the sensitivity of the HVS to image texture, such as, texture image clutter (TIC) metric [13] and co-occurrence matrix (COM) metric [14] . This kind of clutter metrics is suitable for measuring clutter in image with different distinct texture distributions. Because of calculating co-occurrence matrix many times, TIC and COM have high complexity and also have the problem of choosing thresholds. The third kind are based on the sensitivity of the HVS to image structure, such as, target structural similarity metric (TTSIM) [15] and structural metric (SM) [1] . TTSIM and SM do not have the problem of choosing thresholds. They are easy to be calculated and the results are unique. However, just using mean value, standard deviation and covariance, TSSIM and SM cannot quantify the complex clutter image accurately.
Under the fact that human visual perception is sensitive to lowlevel image features, in this paper, we define an image clutter metric as quantifying the feature difference of a clutter image to the target image within it. The phase congruency (PC) [16] [17] [18] which is a low-level invariant property of image features is used to quantify the difference. Complementary to PC, we develop a directional contrast (DC) feature by combining the early orientation features and the early intensity features of the visual salience model [19, 20] . And then two kinds of the M-relative distance [21, 22] are introduced to calculate the PC and DC differences of the target and clutter images, respectively. Experiment results show that Pearson linear correlation coefficients are up to 0.864, 0.868 and 0.862 between the proposed clutter metric and detection probabilities, false alarm probabilities and mean search times of field tests [23, 24] , respectively, and root mean square errors are just 0.0590, 0.0470 and 2.4554 s, respectively.
Definition of the new image clutter metric

Phase congruency (PC)
Phase congruency [16] [17] [18] originates from a local energy model proposed by Morrone et al. [25, 26] in 1986, which can successfully explain a number of psychophysical effects in human feature perception [27] . The phase congruency model postulates that features are perceived at points where the Fourier components are maximal in phase. Unlike gradient based feature detectors, which can only detect step features, phase congruency correctly detects features at all kinds of phase angle.
In 1999, Kovesi [16] presented a way of calculating phase congruency with logarithmic Gabor wavelets, and extended the theory developed for 1D signals to calculation of the phase congruency in 2D images. The 2D phase congruency at point x can be expressed as:
where b c denotes that the enclosed quantity is thresholded at zero when it is negative. e is a small positive constant to avoid instability when denominator is very close to zero. T h is a noise compensation term and can be estimated empirically. The term E h (x) is the local energy function along orientation h and can be expressed in Eq. (2) . The term A h,n (x) is the local amplitude at scale n, orientation h and can be expressed in Eq. (3).
where [e h,n (x), o h,n (x)] are a set of responses at each point x by convolving a spread log-Gabor filter with the 2D input image I(x): e h;n ðxÞ ¼ IðxÞ Ã M e h;n and o h;n ðxÞ ¼ IðxÞ Ã M o h;n . M e h;n and M o h;n denote the even-symmetric and odd-symmetric filters at scale n, orientation h respectively, and they form a quadrature pair. The spread log-Gabor filter G can be expressed in following equation: 
Directional contrast (DC)
On the principle of visual saliency [28] in mammals, we define a directional contrast feature by combining two early visual features proposed by Itti et al. [19, 20] orientation features and intensity contrast features.
In 1998, Itti et al. [19, 20] filtered the gray images using oriented Gabor filters over four orientations to approximate the receptive field sensitivity profile (impulse response) of orientation-selective neurons in primary visual cortex. And obtained the orientation features, concrete orientations of which are h 2 {0°, 45°, 90°, 135°}. On the sensitivity of neurons in mammals either to dark centers on bright surrounds or to bright centers on dark surrounds, Itti et al. [19, 20] also defined early intensity contrast features as the absolute values of the gray level difference between different scales.
Unlike the early orientation features, we just consider the responses of the orientation-selective neurons to horizontal and vertical orientations: h 2 {0°, 90°}. And different to the definition of early intensity contrast features, the intensity contrast is defined as the norm of the horizontal and vertical gradients [29] for simplicity. Because of incorporating the definition of orientation features, the intensity contrast is defined as the directional contrast of point x and expressed as follows:
where M I is intensity information of an image and can be defined as M I = 0.299r + 0.587g + 0.114b [30] , G 0 , G p/2 are the Scharr operators and defined as follows: 
The directional contrast map of a target image (Fig. 1a) in Search_2 database [23, 24] is given in Fig. 1c .
The feature difference based image clutter for targeting performance
In the definition of an image clutter metric, the feature space is built on the sensitivity of the human visual perception to the lowlevel image features. For the acquisition performances of different targets in the same background clutter are different, the image clutter metric should have the relative characteristic [31] . In view of the target acquisition performance curve [3] , the bigger the difference between target and background clutter has, the bigger the target acquisition performance is, so we define clutter metric as quantization of the difference between the target and clutter images.
The M-relative distances [21, 22] are built on the feature space to quantify the difference of a clutter image to a target image. 
where a > 0 and b > 0 are parameters used to adjust the relative importance of PC and DC features. In order to simplify the expression, we set a = b = 1 in this paper, and then the local difference can be expressed as.
FDðT; CÞ ¼ ½D PC ðT; CÞ Á ½D DC ðT; CÞ ð11Þ
For visual attention is high correlated to the saliency of image regions [19, 20, 28, 32] , we utilize DC as a weight measure to pool the local difference measure into an image clutter metric. The weight measure can be defined in the following expression:
xðT; CÞ ¼ max½DCðTÞ; DCðCÞ
Therefore, the feature difference based image clutter metric can be derived as follows:
where m Â n is the size of both clutter and target images, x ij , FD ij are the weight measure and the local difference measure at point (i, j) respectively. Image clutter metric of the whole image can be defined as mean value or root mean square (RMS): Table 1 The different image clutter metrics, detection probability (PD), false alarm rate (FAR) and search time (ST) of each image in the Search_2 database. 
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where l is the number of the clutter blocks.
Experimental verification and result analysis
In this part, three image clutter metric based targeting performance predicting models were introduced. Root mean square (RMS) error denoted by D, Pearson linear correlation coefficient denoted by r p , Spearman's rank correlation coefficient denoted by r s , and Kendall's rank correlation coefficient denoted by r k between the three predicting performances and the Search_2 database [23, 24] were adopted to validate clutter metrics. The Search_2 database consists of a set of 44 high-resolution digital color images of different complex natural scenes and the psychophysical experimental results obtained from a visual search and detection experiment in which 64 civilian observers participated.
The three predicting models including target detection probability predicting model [2, 3] (Eq. (16) ), target false alarm probability predicting model [4] (Eq. (17)) and target search time predicting model [2] (Eq. (18)) are as follows:
where C is an image clutter metric, A = 0.998 [4] is the total detection probability of each image in the Search_2 database, and E, C 50 , x, y are preparative optimization constants. The evaluated clutter metrics include the widely used statistical variance metric (SV) [9] denoted by C SV , the recently proposed target structural similarity metric (TSSIM) [15] denoted by C SS , and the feature difference based image clutter metric (FD) denoted by C FD . Similar to [1, 9, 15] , we used 39 original Search_2 images with only one search target, and converted them to grayscale, but not reduced their resolution. The different image clutter metrics, detection probabilities, false alarm rates and search times of 39 images are showed in Table 1 . The results of error analysis and correlation test on detection probability, false alarm probability and search time are listed in Tables 2-4, respectively. Figs. 2-4 show fitting curves of detection probability, false alarm probability and search time versus C SV , C SSam and C FDam , respectively.
We highlight the best two results with boldface in Tables 2-4 show that the three predicting models based on C FD correlates well to the detection probability, and b, we can find metrics C SV and C SS cannot quantify the clutter images accurately just using mean value, standard deviation and covariance of the whole image.
Conclusion
In this paper, we put forward a feature difference based image clutter metric under the sensitivity of human visual system to the low-level image features, defined a directional contrast feature which is complementary to the phase congruency feature, and introduced two different M-relative distances to calculate the two complementary feature differences of the target and clutter images, respectively. The proposed feature difference based image clutter metric made a significant improvement in precisions of target detection probability predicting model, target false alarm probability predicting model and target search time predicting model in predicting the psychophysical experimental results of 64 civilian observers in the Search_2 database. Pearson linear correlation coefficients are up to 0.864, 0.868 and 0.862, respectively. Root mean square errors are just 0.0590, 0.0470 and 2.4554 s, respectively.
